introduction
The amount of data captured by social media, the Internet of Things, enterprises and different types of applications is growing exponentially. Every day people leave an incredible amount of data behind them in the digital environment. It is not without a reason that data are called "the new oil" nowadays. If data are used skillfully, companies can increase their revenues, predict future prospects and go ahead of the competition. There are huge volumes of raw data every day. However, these data do not yield much information until processed. Because of processing, raw data sometimes end up in a database, which enables the data to become accessible for further processing and analysis in a number of different ways.
Towards distributed and real-time processing of large data sets -so-called Big Data -the traditional computing techniques are becoming insufficient (Chandra et al. 2012; Grover et al. 2015; Sharma et al. 2014; Wonjin et al. 2014) . Hadoop is one of the most common open source Big Data frameworks in the industry today, capable to carry out common Big Data related tasks. There is growing business demand for Hadoop technology usage in Big Data analysis like storage, biological data, road, traffic, travel and tourism, telecommunication, enterprise data, citizen's info (Grover et al. 2015; Sharma et al. 2014 ). In addition, There is some amount of untapped value in the Big Data. Data come from satellite images, eCommerce, TV, GPS, video sensors, social media, the Internet of Things, enterprises and different type of applications, from variety of sources. It is necessary to correlate all data, use analytics and predictive analytics, deep analytics, deeper insight of data in order to come up with answers, to improve the return of investment, to predict extreme weather conditions etc. This need is important regardless of the purpose like just looking at biodiversity trends or trying to understand customers, learn their habits and predict their future behaviors.
Often raw data is stored in specific text formats, for instance: JSON, CSV, XML, etc. These formats allow data to be structured and available for humans to read and edit it in the most convenient manner. However, storing raw data in a plain text has a significant drawback -there is a disk space need to store such files. However, for Big Data cluster powered by Hadoop it is even a bigger problem because of the high replication factor of each data block within Hadoop File System -HDFS.
For instance, recommended HDFS replication factor is 3. That means each raw data block will be replicated 3 times across data nodes. Thus, it is crucial to select appropriate data format that enables HDFS storage space utilization in a more efficient manner according to the task defined. Secondly, data storage format may influence the speed of data processing with Hadoop tools, like Hive. Several binary data storage formats exist. Some of them are RCFile, ORC, Avro, Parquet. These formats were designed for systems that use MapReduce kinds of framework. A structure is a systematic combination of multiple components including data storage format, data compression, and optimization techniques for data reading.
There is another application area of binary data storage format utilization on direct data sources. For instance, service data gathering from mobile phones to get specific insights of people's behavior or in order to create another kind of location intelligence reports. Assuming that a GPS data packet (timestamp, longitude, latitude) is 100 B in average and that smartphone generates it every 8 s, quick math calculations result in 0.043 MB/h, 1.03 MB/day and 376 MB/year. In 2014, over 1.2 billion smartphones were sold (Gartner 2014) . If 1 billion devices produce a GPS data packet every 8 s, it results in 1 PB/day. This means that we need ~1000 disk drives with size 1 TB in order to store these data. The volume of data is enormous. The question is where and how to store this data in order to provide a database for faster execution of data queries. This is the main rationale for this article.
This article is based on the previously carried out systematic literature review of the research direction in Big Data projects using Hadoop Technology, MapReduce kind of framework and compact data formats such as Avro and Parquet (Plase 2016 ). An experimental investigation was performed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section "Background" the current status of the research question has been analyzed and background information on the main research topics and terms are given. Section "Goals and objectives" describes the research problem, goals, research questions and hypotheses. Section "Research methodology" presents the research methodology, experimental environment and how the experiments have been performed. Section "Results" comprises the result set and interpretation, followed by conclusions in the last section.
Background
The Hadoop Technology is commonly being used to manage Big Data projects. Hadoop is now the de facto standard for storing and processing big data, not only for unstructured data but also for some structured data (Chen et al. 2014) . The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is designed to store very large data sets reliably, and to stream those data sets at high bandwidth to user applications (Shvachko et al. 2010) . As a result, providing SQL analysis functionality to the big data resided in HDFS becomes more and more important. Although there are other SQL-on-Hadoop systems such as HortonWorks Stinger or Cloudera Impala, Hive is a pioneer system that supports SQL-like analysis to the data in HDFS (Wonjin et al. 2014 ). Hive has been chosen for the experiments because of the same reason that is mentioned in Section "Research methodology" for Cloudera choice.
The data storage formats mentioned in "Introduction" section has some advantages and disadvantages. As shown in Table 1 , only Avro and Parquet data format support both important advantages: schema evolution and compression. Avro (Apache 2009a ) is a row-based storage format, also described as a data serialization system similar to Java Serialization. Avro provides rich data structures, a compact, fast, binary data format, a container file to store persistent data, remote procedure call (RPC) features. There is not required code generation to read or write data files nor to use or implement RPC protocols. Alternative systems include Java Serialization, Thrift (Apache 2009c) and Protocol Buffers (Google 2001 ) that only work with compile time code generation. Furthermore, Avro can provide more optimized runtime performance (Palmer et al. 2011) .
Avro relies on schemas. A schema defines the structure of the data and is used in data reading and writing process. A data schema is defined with JSON and stored into Avro file during data writing process. When Avro data is read, the schema used when writing it is always present. This allows writing data with no per-value over-heads.
Avro is used to save many small files in a single Avro file in HDFS to reduce the namenode memory usage because of user-defined patterns and specific data encoded into binary sequence and stored into a large containing file .
Parquet (Apache 2013 ) is a column-based storage format, optimized for work with multi column datasets. Parquet use cases typically involve working with a subset of those columns rather than entire records. One of the most-often cited advantages of columnar data organizations is data compression (Stonebraker et al. 2005) and reduced disk I/O (Abadi et al. 2009 ) that improves performance of analytical queries (Floratou et al. 2014) . Data compression algorithms perform better on data with low information entropy (high data value locality). Thus, the system achieves the I/O performance benefits of compression without increase of CPU load during the decompression (Abadi et al. 2009 ). The layout of Parquet data files is optimized for queries that process large volumes of data.
There is a business demand to define how to utilize Avro or Parquet and find the best practices. The main question is what the differences in performance (query execution time) between Parquet and Avro are?
Several research papers have been published on both comparison of Hadoop high-level processing tools and languages operating with data in binary formats and their utilization. Cejka et al. (2015) from Siemens AG Company compared the file size of four different formats: Java, Protocol Buffers, Thrift and Avro. Avro's results showed that it is much slower in writing speed, however much faster in reading speed than Protocol Buffers and Thrift. The file compression of Apache Avro is best. In order to evaluate the time of retrieval of entries, the author's defined benchmark was used to retrieve data from such databases as Storacle, H2, MongoDB. However, Parquet format was not analyzed in that paper. Luckow et al. (2015) compared different queries derived from TPC-DS and TPC-HS benchmarks and executed on Hive/Text, Hive/ORC, Hive/Parquet, Spark/ORC, Spark/ Parquet. Hive/Parquet showed better execution time than Spark/Parquet. Select, aggregate and join queries were executed on a comparable infrastructure Hive/Spark versus RDBMS. Generally, the RDBMS can outperform Hive and Spark -however, both deliver a solid performance at a lower cost. Avro format was not analyzed there.
Zhang Shuo et al. (2014) compared raw data storage formats versus Avro and proposed original solution to store, read and write different small files on HDFS. However, there is no direct comparison of different data formats and Parquet was not presented there. It is worth mentioning that authors selected Avro as a target binary data format and demonstrated its efficiency in both read and write operations. Grover et al. (2015) focused on benchmarking multiple SQL-like big data technologies over Hadoop based distributed file system (HDFS) for Study Data Tabulation Model (SDTM) used in clinical trial databases for improving the efficiency of research in clinical trials. The benchmark proposed in that paper provides an overview of the capabilities of SQL-on-Hadoop platforms such as Hive, Presto, Drill and Spark. The authors mentioned Avro and Parquet formats, but they did not analyze these formats in any kind of comparison. Only Parquet format was mentioned in the future work section as a lightweight and fast format with columnar layout, hence they can significantly boost IO performance. Floratou et al. (2014) compared three analytical job execution environments available in Hadoop ecosystem. Hive on MapReduce, Hive on Tez and Impala have been analyzed here by using a world-renowned benchmark like TPC-H. As a result, the authors confirmed that Impala had better performance versus Hive (both versions). Although, the authors mentioned Parquet and Avro, they did not analyze those formats in any kind of comparison. Tapiador et al. (2014) compared the data set size for different compression and format approaches like CSV(Row), Plain(Row), Snappy(Row), GBIN(Row), Snappy(Column), GBIN (Column). Google Snappy codec gave a much better result as the decompression was faster than that of Deflate (GBIN). It took half of the time to process the histograms (50%) and the extra size occupied on disk was only around 23%. This confirmed the suitability of Snappy codec for data to be stored in HDFS and later on analyzed by Hadoop MapReduce workflows. Although this article gave the answer to the question about compactness, it did not compare Avro versus Parquet in another kind of comparison, for instance, SQL query execution time. The data storage model approaching performance comparison did not give a transparent view of how it was obtained.
There remains a significant gap and need for additional experiments and studies in order to answer the research question about the best practice for data storage in Avro or Parquet format.
Goals and objectives
In context of the information given in "Introduction" and "Background" sections of this article, it is crucial to select an appropriate data format that reduces HDFS storage space and improves the speed of data processing with Hadoop tools, like Hive. The objective of this work is to perform experiments in order to answer the research questions:
− RQ.1: What are the differences in performance (query execution time) between Avro and Parquet? − RQ.2: Which data format (Avro or Parquet) is more compact? In order to answer the research questions, the experimental investigation has been chosen as a research method. The experimentation process consisted of five stages. It started with scoping and continued with planning, operation, analysis and interpretation, report. In order to formulate the scope of the experiments, independent variables has been defined. The data format type (Avro / Parquet) has been defined as an independent variable, but performance and compactness -as another. Therefore, the scope of the experiments has been formulated as follows: Analyze data format Avro versus Parquet for the purpose of evaluation with respect to performance and compactness from the point of view of the researcher in the context of a Big Data storage format.
Avro and Parquet choice for the experiments was based on assumption that the row-oriented data access supported by Avro should provide a better performance on scan queries, e.g. when all columns are as interest of the processing, but Parquet format as a counterpart should provide a better performance on column-oriented queries, e.g. when only specific set of those is selected. Thus, the research problem can be expressed as null hypotheses.
H 0 A Data format Avro is better than Parquet in performance on scan queries.
H 0 B Data format Parquet is better than Avro in performance on aggregation queries.
H 0 C There is no difference in the compactness between data format Avro and Parquet.
Each hypothesis H 0 X , where X refers to a certain quantity (A -performance on scan queries, B -performance on aggregation queries, C -compactness) has been measured by the corresponding random variable A X and P Xrespectively Avro and Parquet data format. For instance, H 0 C tests the compactness of the data format Avro A C and Parquet P C . Therefore, the null hypothesis H 0 C is expressible as:
that is, the probability p that Avro is more compact than Parquet equals the probability that Parquet is more compact than Avro. Correspondingly, the alternative hypothesis H 1 C is that there is a difference in probability:
research methodology
A. Cluster configuration
Nowadays there exist many different big data management systems, like Oracle's Big Data Appliance, IBM's Apache Hadoop, Cloudera's CDH, Hortonwork's HDP, Microsoft's Dryad, Apache Spark, etc. All these systems are mainly focused on big data storage and processing, however they may differ in approaches. For instance, MapReduce idea of processing differs from Spark's DAG approach. In the current paper, Cloudera Enterprise 5.4 distribution of Hadoop has been selected. The main reason for that is high popularity of the platform because of its openness. Cloudera has incorporated more open source Hadoop ecosystem's projects than any other platform. Thus, it leads to bigger popularity among enterprises since it does not lead to vendor lock-in. For the experimental investigation, a 12 node cluster has been chosen, designed and configured for large text format data processing. There two nodes are name nodes running in a high-available manner. This is an advisable number of master nodes recommended by Cloudera (Cloudera 2013) . The remaining 10 data nodes run the worker roles for the Hadoop services. This is an empirically chosen number of data nodes.
Data nodes in the cluster have 4x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v3 @ 2.50GHz, with 12x physical cores, 256 GB RAM, 10 TB HDD and Ethernet card each. Each node runs CentOS 6.7.
For the e several additional tools have been chosen: Hive version 1.10 (Hive-MR) on top of Hadoop 2.6.0-cdh5.4.8, Java version 1.6.0_31 and kite-dataset version 1.0.0-cdh5.4.8 to create a schema and dataset, import data from a text file, and view the results.
After scoping and planning, the operation stage has been performed. Organizing the experiments includes preparation, execution and data validation tasks that are described in the next Section.
B. Data used for experiments
Various databases and raw data examples exist. However, for the experiments a TPC-H (TPC 2014) database with a scale factor of 300 has been chosen due to its world-renowned characteristic. The scale factor of 300 means approximately 300 GB of data. An analysis shows that this is sufficient to provide insights into the advantages and limitations of each data format.
For data generation, a database population program DBGEN has been used. It is available on TPC website (TPC 2014) and designated for use with the TPC-H benchmark. As shown in A "put" command has been used to load data in to Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS). Fig. 1 shows an example of it for one of the tables in plain text format (region.tbl).
hdfs dfs -put region.tbl hdfs://tpc/data/ Fig. 1 . Command line example used for data load into HDFS After data load in to Hadoop, a kite-dataset command line (Apache 2015) has been used to convert data from the plain text format to Avro and Parquet format. The experiments have been performed with the default compression algorithm snappy for Avro and Parquet format because snappy compression provides a slightly better query performance than zlib and gzip (Floratou et al. 2014 ). Fig. 2 shows an example of kite-dataset commands used for plain text data converting to Avro and Parquet for one of the smallest TPC-H database table (region.tbl).
By default, kite-dataset supports converting from CSV and JSON formats. Thus a csv-schema argument has been used for data schema creation and a csv-import argument has been used for data import accordingly in Avro or Parquet format because original data has pipe delimited ("|") *.tbl format that is similar to delimiter separated values (DSV). Considering the fact that generated data files have lack of header, field names have been added with header argument in accordance with TPC-H data schema (TPC 2014). kite-dataset csv-schema hdfs://tpc/data/region.tbl -output hdfs://tpc/schemas/region.avsc --delimiter '|' --class TPC --header 'regionkey|name|comment' kite-dataset create dataset:hdfs://tpc/datasets/region_a -f avro --schema hdfs://tpc/schemas/region.avsc kite-dataset csv-import hdfs://tpc/data/region.tbl dataset:hdfs://tpc/datasets/region_a --delimiter '|' --header 'regionkey|name|comment' kite-dataset create dataset:hdfs://tpc/datasets/region_p -f parquet --schema hdfs://tpc/schemas/region.avsc kite-dataset csv-import hdfs://tpc/data/region.tbl dataset:hdfs://tpc/datasets/region_p --delimiter '|' --header 'regionkey|name|comment' 
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{"type" : "record", "name" : "TPC", "doc" : "Schema generated by Kite", "fields" : [ { "name" : "regionkey", "type" : [ "null", "long" ], "doc" : "Type inferred from '0'", "default" : null }, { "name" : "name", "type" : [ "null", "string" ], "doc" : "Type inferred from 'AFRICA'", "default" : null }, { "name" : "comment", "type" : [ "null", "string" ], "doc" : "Type inferred from 'lar depo'", "default" : null }]} The main Fig. 3 shows data schema for the smallest table (region.tbl).
The same schema (*.avsc) automatically created by kite-dataset csv-schema command has been chosen for data import into both formats (Avro and Parquet).
C. Data Load into Hive
Data was loaded into hive table by CREATE TABLE statement with "stored as TEXTFILE", "stored as AVRO" or "stored as PARQUET" accordingly to each dataset location. Fig. 4 2016) and are appropriately marked in Table 3 . One of the modified queries (Q1) is showed in Fig. 5 . Basically, it is the same query that is described in TPC-H Benchmark. The modification is related with 'where' clause "l_shipdate <= date '1998-12-01' -interval '[DELTA]' day (3)" where the date interval has been replaced with the exact date and function to_date() in order to return the date from string type date value stored in Hive In addition, query 0 and query x23 have been added to TPC-H 22 query list for following purposes.
Query 0 has been defined simply for test purpose in order to check if the record count of each hive table corresponds to row count of each original *.tbl file. To count rows of each original data table command "sed" has been used, for example "sed -n '$=' lineitem.tbl" to output row count of lineitem table. Fig. 6 shows Query 0 used as aggregation query to examine Parquet advantage and count records from lineitem table of all three formats (stored as TEXTFILE, AVRO and PARQUET).
The output results that have been received with sed command and count(*) queries match. In addition, Query 0 execution time has been measured and included in Table 3 to illustrate performance of one simple aggregation function executed on different format tables.
select count(*) from dbase.tpc_lineitem_dsv select count(*) from dbase.tpc_lineitem_avro select count(*) from dbase.tpc_lineitem_parq Query x23 has been defined as scan query for Avro format use case (Fig. 7) , e. g., row-oriented data access, when only some columns are as interest of the processing. Query x23 does not include any aggregation. (Table 2 ) present significant storage space economy. Fig. 8 shows that the same data takes 2 times less storage space in Avro format, and 3 times less -in Parquet format. This is an answer to the second research question RQ.2.
The second research question related with null hypothesis H 0 C proves alternative hypothesis H 1 C that there is a difference in the compactness between data format Avro and Parquet, e. g., probability p that Parquet is more compact than Avro,
Although the data format Avro and Parquet use the same compression Snappy, the difference between Avro and Parquet shows that Parquet is approximately 1.5 times more compact than Avro. The answer to the first research question RQ.1 has been gained by performing the experiments and measuring execution time of 24 queries by using Beeline shell.
Beeline's reported time is close to time reported by Cloudera Resource manager for the same query. In addition, for data validation purposes shell script has been written in order to compare Beeline's reported time with shell output between two timestamps (query end time and start time). The shell time for each query is approximately 4 s higher than Beeline's time. This margin is because of the time required for query start and end.
In the experiments, 24 queries have been executed for each table (stored respectively as Textfile, Avro and Parquet). Table 3 presents the running time of the queries for each file format used for the experiments. In addition, Table 3 presents how many times the Parquet format is faster than Textfile and Avro respectively. Modified TPC-H queries are appropriately marked with (*) except Q0 and Qx23 that are new queries defined separately.
As shown in Table 3 and Fig. 9 , Parquet can provide 2 times faster execution time on average when compared with Avro and Textfile. In order to answer the first research question, queries have been grouped into two parts accordingly to hypothesis A 0 H and B 0 H : 1) scan queries (Q2, Q3, Q4, Q20, Qx23); 2) the remaining (aggregation) queries. As shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , Avro presents the worst performance when compared with Textfile and Parquet on both kind of queries (scan and aggregation). There is an insignificant difference between scan queries presented in Fig. 10 and aggregation queries presented in Fig. 11 .
Thus, there is wrong null hypothesis A 0 H that data format Avro is better than Parquet in performance to scan queries because data format Parquet performs better than Avro on both kinds of queries, e. g. scan and aggregation queries. Thereby the null hypothesis B 0 H is true. summary and conclusions 1. The experiments performed within the scope of this article have been based on a systematic review of SQLon-Hadoop by using compact data formats (Plase 2016) .
As the result of systematic literature review, a gap and need for additional experiments and studies have been formulated in order to answer the research questions about Parquet and Avro format. All 17 studies analyzed at the last stage of the systematic literature review (Plase 2016) are not containing direct focus on comparing two binary data storage formats -Parquet and Avro because of both design specifics. Parquet as stated in the official documentation (Apache 2013 ) is a column-oriented data storage format. Thus, it should provide better performance on column-oriented queries, e. g., when only a specific set of those is selected. As a counterpart, Avro format is designed for row-oriented data access, e.g., when all columns are the interest of processing. There is an insignificant difference between scan queries presented and aggregation queries. 3. A great deal of work has been done on the experiments with TPC-H datasets. TPC-H decision support benchmarks are widely used today in evaluating the performance of relational database systems. TPC-H datasets are usable in evaluating the performance of Big Data management systems because DBGEN allows to generate datasets with scale factor more than 1 TB. As future work might be mentioned query performance measuring by TPC-DS standard benchmark what is more appropriate to Big Data systems. In addition, other query engines like Impala, HAWQ, IBM Big SQL, Drill, Tajo, Pig, Presto and frameworks like Spark, Cascading, and Crunch could be considered for new experiments in order to gain more detailed experience with compact data formats. 4. The topic about data formats is related with work experience in Big Data field. There are many companies that manage Big Data (mostly and at this moment -banks, telecommunication, travel and tourism companies) and asking to define best practices for Avro and Parquet utilization. In addition, the result of previously done systematic review of SQL-on-Hadoop by using compact data formats (Plase 2016) and recognized research gap has been a motivation source for this research paper.
